
increasing. Establishment of OSSA in Oregon appears 
to be a partial answer; however, on a broader national 
scale, there appears to be a need for a study committee, 
task force, or national organization to suggest insurance 
alternatives. 

We have only begun to alter the regulatory process 
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to organize different transportation services into a 
working system. Because of the nature of the laws, 
rules, and precedents, it will probably take a number 
of years to revise the regulatory process so that it 
works for the system's many users. 

Joint Funding and Depreciation 
Joseph S. Revis, Institute of Public Administration, Washington, D.C. 

In developing materials for encouraging more effective 
use of transportation resources through coordination 
and cooperative agreements, the Institute of Public Ad
ministration (IPA) regularly encounters the problem of 
depreciation and the use of depreciation accounts involv
ing public investments. Most disagreement is based on 
the contention that depreciation is not allowed when pub
lic monies are used for capital purchases. The counter 
argument is that depreciation should be permitted under 
coordinated systems because (a) it permits projects to 
recover that portion of their vehicle that is used by other 
than their own clients and probably at a more accelerated 
rate than would otherwise be true, and (b) it will provide 
for continuity of funding for vehicle replacement (al
though, as will be seen, that is only true if there are 
cash reserves set aside and it does not provide for 
operating-fund continuity). These questions and the re
sulting debate have been observed as obstacles to suc
cessful coordination of several transportation projects. 

It is worth noting that, although much of the discussion 
about depreciation relates to vehicles, the concept ap
plies to all capital investments. Depreciation is one of 
several financial costs that cover the expenses of debt 
costs, including interest on loans, bonds, and notes. In 
the traditional classification of depreciation accounts, 
one may include-as far as transportation systems are 
concerned-the vehicles owned by the system (and de
preciated in a legally prescribed manner or as set forth 
in governing legislation or regulations on an annual 
basis); the buildings owned and used by the transporta
tion system in the operation of its service; support 
equipment, such as nonrevenue vehicles and office ma
chinery and equipment; and other items such as shelters, 
wheelchair lifts, and any special equipment necessary to 
routine operations (radios and other communication de
vices). 

CONCEPT OF DEPRECIATION 

Depreciation is the value of a capital resource, such as 
a transportation vehicle or other equipment, that de
clines over time as a result of use and age. Because it 
is recognized that depreciation is a very real business 
cost, most accounting systems include a method that 
systematically allocates this cost to the accounting pe
riod during which benefits from the services of the capi
tal equipment are realized. [This section is based on 
an article written by Lemond and Knautz (1). J 

Depreciation is typically used by private enterprise 
as the basis for taking into account two major factors: 

(a) the capital replacement cost of plant and equipment 
as a cost of operation (e.g., vehicles and other related 
equipment) and (b) conversion of this capital cost (i.e., 
depreciation) into an annualized expense that reduces 
income and in turn lowers the amount of taxable income. 
Thus, for the private profit-oriented firm, depreciation 
serves as a means of converting the cost of a plant or 
other asset to an expense item and reflects the fact that 
these physical (capital) investments have a limited life 
span and must eventually be replaced. Using deprecia
tion accounts for this purpose, the accounting formats 
for depreciation allocate the cost of the asset over a 
period of years during which it is used and reflect the 
rate at which physical deterioration of an asset, and 
thereby its loss of market value, is expected to occur. 
Private businesses often depreciate equipment at accel
erated rates in early years of ownership; this action as
sumes that material value declines faster for new equip
ment than for older objects. This practice of accelerated 
depreciation qualifies private business for larger income 
tax deductions on the high cost of depreciation in early 
years of ownership. 

In the case of publicly owned transit systems of pub
lic or nonprofit agency sponsored projects, the require
ment for accounting for depreciation takes on a some
what different format and the previous description loses 
some of its relevance. This is particularly true when 
fares are not changed to recover the cost of operation. 
In this situation, depreciation only serves to identify un
recovered costs, and income tax considerations are not 
relevant because in most cases these are untaxed oper
ating units. Private nonprofit enterprises (e.g., special 
transportation projects for the elderly and handicapped) 
or government transportation projects that do not pay 
taxes often depreciate capital equipment-if they are 
permitted-at a constant annual rate with a small resid
ual value for scrap material or trade-in value at the end 
of the anticipated useful life of equipment. This practice 
of straight-line depreciation is easy to calculate and 
simple to estimate based on the acquisition cost of the 
object and iti, projected useful life. In general, most 
projects prepare a list of all their capital equipment by 
category. This list includes not only the number of 
pieces of such equipment but generally identifies the life 
span of each type of equipment in order to determine the 
basis on which these costs can be spread over a period 
of time. In this process of spreading cost over a spec
ified life span, the basis is provided for translating a 
capital cost into a direct operating cost on an annual and 
even on a day-to-day basis. In developing estimates for 
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the expected life span of each piece of equipment it is 
essential to have reasonable knowledge of these life 
spans. 

USING DE PRE CIA TION 

A frequently cited justification for using a depreciation 
account in transportation operations operating under non
profit or public agency funded projects is to provide a 
basis for reserving cash for the purchase or replacement 
of equipment. A depreciation account is often mistaken 
for a fund to replace deteriorated capital stock. But this 
is not necessarily true. A special replacement account 
may be created to substitute new equipment for old, but 
this is not the primary purpose of depreciation. From 
an accounting standpoint, an accumulated depreciation 
account has a credit balance; it is not an asset and there
fore cannot be used to pay for new equipment. The pur
chase of equipment requires cash that is shown as an as
set in the cash account. 

An accumulated depreciation account, sometimes 
called a depreciation reserve, is generally set up to 
record the deterioration of capital equipment over time. 
The use of the word "reserve" often leads to the mis
taken conclusion that a fund has necessarily been created 
to provide for the eventual replacement of the diminish
ing asset. In fact, the accumulated depreciation account 
or depreciation reserve is merely a provisional debit to 
the asset account; in other words, the cost of the asset 
allocated to use and wearing out is reflected by the ac
cumulated depreciation account. The amount in this ac -
count is shown on the business's balance sheet as a de
duction from the asset. 

If a business or transportation project wishes to 
create a special fund for the replacement of equipment, 
financed from revenues collected for the cost of depre
ciation, it may certainly do so. However, the purchase 
of equipment requires cash revenue that is shown as an 
asset in the cash account. Therefore, in the public sec
tor it is necessary to distinguish between accumulated 
depreciation as a reduction in an asset account and cash 
reserved for future replacement of equipment. 

GOVERNMENT GRANTEES 

The federal government makes money available to a wide 
variety of public and private social service organizations. 
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transportation equipment are faced with one of the same 
problems as organizations that receive no federal fund
ing. At periodic intervals, the business will charge its 
accumulated depreciation account to reflect the deterio
ration cost of the vehicle. It will also increase the 
amount of cash revenue in its special reserve account 
reflecting a fund that has been set aside to replace the 
vehicle when it eventually wears out. 

For the federally funded organization, the solution is 
not so simple, especially if the organization is making 
an attempt to coordinate the transportation services 
available in the community it serves by providing ser
vices to another federally funded organization. Coordi
nated social service transportation projects typically 
combine a variety of federal sources of funds with fed
erally sponsored programs in need of transportation. 
For example, a coordinated transportation project may 
acquire vehicles from the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration's (UMTA) 16b2 funds, Older Americans 
Act Title III funds, and other capital sources for the 
transportation of Title III elderly clients and Title XX 
Social Security clients, among others. The deprecia
tion cost of these vehicles should be distributed over 
all beneficiaries of the service-just like other operating 

costs in order to allocate transportation resources equi
tably. However, Office of Management and Budget (0MB) 
regulations in Federal Management Circular (FMC) 74-4 
prohibit the reimbursement of federal grantees for de
preciation from the same source of funds that financed 
original capital acquisitions, and this has been widely 
misinterpreted to preclude federal reimbursement of 
depreciation to any federally funded transportation proj
ect as well. 

Before coordination was a common practice, the pro
hibition on reimbursement of depreciation was not a 
major problem. If a social service program provided 
transportation with capital and operating funds from a 
single source, it simply did not charge depreciation 
against the same source and depended on new capital 
grants for replacement of deteriorated equipment. On 
the other hand, if a social service program purchased 
transportation from a private provider, such as a taxi 
company, the cost of depreciation was included in the 
established passenger fare and paid by the agency. 

Federal regulations did not prohibit depreciation ex
penses between second parties, such as independent 
transportation providers and client organizations. In 
fact, one set of regulations issued by UMT A on charter 
and school bus operations (49 CFR 604) requires grantees 
of UMTA capital funds (section 3) to include depreciation 
expenses in charter rates on federally assisted buses, 
facilities, and equipment as an element of cost. This ex
pense is passed on to consumers in order to avoid unfair 
competition with private charter bus operators. The di
lemma of federal restrictions on depreciation expenses 
results from the unusual degree of cost sharing in coor
dinated projects. 

Current IPA research indicates that 0MB limitations 
on depreciation cost sharing are not as restrictive as 
commonly believed. Capital depreciation may not be 
charged against the same grant program that previously 
funded the purchase of capital equipment; however, 
where cost-sharing agreements are sought between sec
ond party grantees (with potentially different federal 
sources), 0MB regulations do not appear to prevent 
cost sharing for depreciation. The 0MB directive at 
issue is FMC 74-4 and is discussed in greater detail in 
the following section. 

FMC 74-4 
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ation, IPA found that of approximately 114 federal pro
grams with some transportation component, nearly all 
are covered by FMC 74-4, entitled Cost Principles Ap
plicable to Grants and Contracts with State and Local 
Governments. This circular provides "principles for 
determining the allowable costs of programs adminis
tered by state and local governments under grants from 
and contracts with the federal government. They are 
designed to provide the basis for a uniform approach to 
the problem of determining costs and to promote effi
ciency and better relationships between grantees and the 
federal government." FMC 74-4 has two parts, identi
fied as attachment A and attachment B. Attachment B 
discusses standards for selected items of cost. 

Subparagraph 11 of paragraph B of attachment B, 
concerning depreciation and use allowances states that 

1. Grantees may be compensated for the use of build
ings, capital improvements, and equipment through use 
allowances of depreciation. Use allowances are the 
means of providing compensation in lieu of depreciation 
or other equivalent costs. However, a combination of 
the two methods may not be used in connection with a 
single class of fixed assets. 



2. The computation of depreciation or use allowance 
will be based on acquisition cost. Where actual cost 
records have not been maintained, a reasonable estimate 
of the original acquisition cost may be used in the com
putation. The computation will exclude the cost or any 
portion of the cost of buildings and equipment donated 
or borne directly or indirectly by the federal government 
through charges to federal grant programs or otherwise, 
regardless of where title was originally vested or where 
it presently resides. In addition, the computation will 
also exclude the cost of land. Depreciation or a use al
lowance idle on excess facilities is not allowable, ex
cept when specially authorized by the grantor federal 
agency. 

3. Where the depreciation method is followed, ade
quate property records must be maintained, and any 
genex·ally accepted method of computing depreciation 
may be used. However, the method of computing de
preciation must be consistently applied for any specific 
asset or class of assets for all affected federally spon
sored programs and must result in equitable charges 
considering the extent of the use of the assets for the 
benefit of such programs. 

4. In lieu of depreciation, a use allowance for build
ings and improvements may 'be computed at an annual 
rate not exceeding 2 percent of acquisition cost. The use 
allowance for equipment (excluding items properly capi
talized as building cost) will be computed at an annual 
nte not exceeding 6.67 percent of acquisition cost of 
usable equipment. 

5. No depreciation or use charge may be allowed on 
any assets that would be considered as fully depreciated, 
provided that reasonable use charges may be negotiated 
for any such assets-if wananted after taking into con
sideration the cost of the facility 01· time involved, the 
estimated useful life remaining at time of negotiation, 
the effect of any increased maintenance charges or de
creased efficiency due to age, and any other factors per
tinent to the utilization of the facility or item for the 
purpose contemplated. 

Item 2 above specifically permits capital depreciation 
as a cost attributable to a program only for buildings 
and equipment that were purchased with nonfederal 
money. Thougl1 tins may suggest that one way to a,void 
problems with FMC 74-4 would be to pay for vehicles 
with nonfederal {unds, in most instances this would be 
tantamount to eithe1· no capital availability or seriously 
limited availability. There are shortages of both capi
tal and operating funds-as well as the fiscal capacity to 
raise them-at the local levels, and there is consider
able dependence on federal programs as a source of 
capital and operating funds. It is this shortage of funds 
that has provided much of the impetus in developing co
ordinated transportation services, thus obtaining more 
effective use of the limited resources available. 

FMC 74-4 regulations on depreciation at first glance 
appear to restrict a project's ability to include deprecia
tion as part of a user charge made to another project. 
According to an 0MB official, this is not the case. FMC 
74-4 applies only between a federal gi-antee and the gov
ernment; it does not apply between two federal grantees. 
Although paragraph 11 of attachment B of FMC 74-4 
sometimes prohibits a grantee from chargjng th.e cost 
of depreciation to the federal government, it does not 
prohibit one grantee from charging depreciation to an
other grantee. For example, if one federally funded 
program wants to loan a vehicle to another federally 
funded program, it can do so and charge the borrower 
a fair RJ1d reasonable price for the use of the vehicle. 
The various components of the price would not be 
probed, so long as the price itself was fair and reason-
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able. One of these components could be depreciation. 
This would not violate FMC 74-4 because the charge is 
being made against another federally funded program 
and not against the federal government. 

Although a federal grantor might have its own regu
lations prohibiting its grantees from charging other 
grantees depreciation, 0MB has indicated that there is 
no.basis for a federal grantor using FMC 74-4 as a basis 
for disallowing depreciation in the situation described 
above. {0MB has indicated that FMC 74-4 does not pro
hibit an agency from forbidding grantee-grantee depreci
ation charges.) It was noted that if any federal agency 
holds FMC 74-4 as a barrier to charging depreciation, 
this would not be in accordance with the intent of the 
regulation; FMC 74-4 is not meant to be applied by in
dividual agencies. 

Therefore, it would appear that those departments 
that have essentially adopted FMC 74-4 as their own 
interdepart~ental regulation could only interpret their 
regulations in a similar fashion . ln other words, the 
restrictions on charging depreciation should not apply 
if the grantee seeks to make the charge against another 
grantee. 0MB has no difficulty with a project recover
ing these funds to the extent that they permit their capi
tal and equipment to be used for activities other than 
those specifically designated within their project's ob
jectives and requirements. It is fairly clear that coor
dination between grantees does not appear to be re
stricted by any 0MB circular ; however, one should 
check rather carefully with regard to other possible re
strictions relating to specific legislation. 

0MB Circulars A-102 and A-110 

0MB Circulars A-102 (formerly FMC 74-7) and A-110 
are two additional governmentwide regulations issued 
by 0MB that address the issue of cost sharing bnplied 
by the practice of transportation coordination. Though 
these are not directly concerned with depreciation, they 
do have significant bearing on coordination. 

0MB Circular A-102 promulgates standards for es
tablishing consistency and unifo1·mity among federal 
agencies in the adminisb:ation of grants to state, local, 
and federally recognized Indian tribal governments. 
The circular contains 15 attachments, A through 0. At
tachment N, dealing with property management stan
dards, prescribes uniform standards gove1·11ing the uti
lization ru1d disposition of property fumished by the fed
eral government or acquired in whole 01· in part with 
federal funds or whose cost was charged to a project 
supported by a federal grant. Paragraph 2c of attach
ment N defines nonexpendable personal property as 
"tangible personal p1·ope1·ty having a useful life of more 
than 1 year and an acquisition cost of $300 or more per 
unit." Nearly all transportation equipment would fall 
into this category. 

Attachment N also defines shared use: 

During the time that nonexpendable personal property is held for use on 
the project or program for which it was acquired, the grantee shall make 
it available for use on other projects or programs If such other use will 
not interfere with the work on the project or program for which the 
property was originally acquired . First preference for such other use 
shall be given to other projeots or programs sponsored by the federal 
agency that financed the property; second preference shall be given to 
projects or programs sponsored by other federal agencies. If the prop
erty is owned by the federal government, use on other activities not 
sponsored by the federal government shall be permissible if authorized 
by the federal agency . User charges should be considered if appropriate. 

A similar definition appears in 0MB Circular A-110, 
which applies to institutions of higher education, hospi
tals, and other nonprofit organizations. However, this 
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definition in Circular A-110 would not be interpreted to 
require sharing between different grantees; instead, 
OMB's intent was to require a grantee to share such 
property among programs of activities that it sponsors. 
This interpretation is clearly at variance with the plain 
language of the circular, which sanctions sharing be -
tween a federal grantee and activities not sponsored by 
the federal government and sharing between projects or 
programs of two different federal agencies-although 
with secondary priority. 

Both 0MB Circular A-102 and Circular A-110 con
clude that user charges should be considered where ap
propriate. But nowhere is there any indication of what 
a grantee should consider when making such a charge. 
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Coordination, Costs, and Contracting 
for Transportation Services 
Joseph S. Revis, Institute of Public Administration, Washington, D.C. 

Studies of contractual and cooperative agreements among U.S. 
social-service agencies that provide transportation services have shown 
that one of the most serious barriers to coordination among agencies 
is lack of knowledge about transportation costs. In this paper, cate
gories of transportation costs and services developed by the Institute 
of Public Administration as cost-accounting guidelines for transporta
tion projects are identified and defined. The issue of allocation of 
data collection responsibilities among the personnel of transportation 
projects is discussed. Cost accounting and reporting systems de
veloped under Section 15 of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 
1964 (as amended) are related to the Institute of Public Administra
tion guidelines to provide a basis for cost-sharing agreements 
among transportation agencies. 

The provision of transportation services to their clients 
has long been an important part of the programs of 
social-service agencies. Their growing concern and in
volvement with the issue of coordinating these trans
portation services arise out of (a) the substantial and 
rel:::.tiyely s~ddcn iu.crcase in the nwu.bc~ of projects 
that provide such services (in the face of the inadequacy 
of public transportation and the lack of private trans
portation among certain social groups) , (b) the scarcity 
of funds for social-service programs in the 1960s and 
1970s, and (c) recognition of the importance of coordina
tion in the face of the need and the scarcity of funds. 

The Institute of Public Administration (IPA), in its 
1974 survey of the transportation problems of the 
elderly (1), estimated that between 1000 and 1500 
projects were pr oviding transportation s ervices to the 
elderly and other disadvantaged groups. By 1976, 
when IPA undertook the updat ing of that work, the esti
mate had increased to the range of 3000 projects. 
Recent experience and inventories that have been under
taken throughout the country suggest that the number 
is substantially higher . For example, in a recent in
ventory in Los Angeles County alone, over 850 para
transit services were identified as providing transporta
tion services. Although these included taxi services 
and may have included some double counting, it is 
clear that a broad range of transportation services are 
being provided by social-service agencies throughout 
the country. 

An important element in the provision of these 

transportation services and especially in developing 
coordination among them has been the use of con
tractual arrangements and agreements. The purchase 
of transportation services draws on a substantial exist
ing tradition of purchase of services by social-service 
agencies and has helped to overcome a number of dif
ficulties associated with coordination and cost sharing, 
especially in relation to accountability requirements. 

Throughout the United States, a number of barriers 
have been identified in studies on the issue of developing 
coordinat ion through contr actual or cooper ative agree
ments (among social-service agencies and others). 
IPA itself undertook a survey of each of the state 
agencies on aging, and from this survey a number of 
stumbling blocks to coordination were identified. In
cluded in the category of statutory and legal barriers 
were user eligibility restrictions as well as franchise 
and labor problems. On the administrative side were 
regulations, accountability requirements, lack of 
kuowiedge about t1' a111:ivori cu&i8, iurf prutec:iion, prei
erential treatment of clients, concern about mixing 
one's own clients with others, and discontinuity of 
funding. This paper focuses on the one element that 
was identified over and over again as one of the more 
serious constraints on agreements and on developing 
contractual arrangements: lack of knowledge about 
transportation costs . 

UNIFORM COST ACCOUNTS AND 
COST SHARING 

One of the more important elements in the development 
of contractual or shared transportation services by 
social-service agencies (and others) is the reliable 
identification of the cost of the service and the measure
ment of the units of output obtained from these cost in
puts. These cost accounts and unit-of-service mea
sures are essential for most agency operators-in terms 
not only of ensuring effective use of budgets and re
sources but also of meeting the many accountability re
quirements set forth by federal, state, and local statutes 
and regulations. 

As difficult as keeping good records and appropriate 
data on costs and service may be for an individual 




